
Link to Koan Area Why is this better than/different to Java? Free Recall
Introduction

https://stepik.org/lesson/59492/step/1?unit=36977 Simple Functions I can write functions in a single line, Kotlin has a philosophy of being concise
https://stepik.org/lesson/59492/step/2?unit=36977 Named arguments Named args make life easier to view function params - less cognitive overload
https://stepik.org/lesson/59492/step/3?unit=36977 Default arguments Default params mean you can put defaults alongside the function - less cognitive overload
https://stepik.org/lesson/59492/step/4?unit=36977 Triple Quoted Strings A little like a 'here' doc in bash - far more readable without plus/concat/newline
https://stepik.org/lesson/59492/step/5?unit=36977 String templates Regexes become easier to read without the need for backslashes
https://stepik.org/lesson/59492/step/6?unit=36977 Nullable types In Kotlin, it's just **hard** to pass nulls around, real core philosophy

https://stepik.org/lesson/59492/step/7?unit=36977 Nothing type
A return type for a function that always throws an exception
 - I like this because i like writing private methods to handle exception behaviour in Java too.

https://stepik.org/lesson/59492/step/8?unit=36977 Lambdas

Another core philosophy, you can inline functions when they are one-offs
Since functions can take functions, we can make the 'called function' super-generic - it calls back to the function you pass in
Lambdas make it possible to take that even further, and inline your callback function - concise.

Classes
https://stepik.org/lesson/283540/step/1 Data classes We use DTOs all the time in Java to pass structures around -- but Kotlin literally makes it 'a thing'. Less boilerplate as a result.
https://stepik.org/lesson/283540/step/2?unit=264854 Smart Casts The compiler fills in the casting for you wherever it can, by inferring from your control flow

https://stepik.org/lesson/283540/step/3?unit=264854 Sealed classes
You can provide an inheritance hierarchy but prevent third parties from writing their own extensions
A little like making classes final, except you as the writer are the exception to this.

https://stepik.org/lesson/283540/step/4?unit=264854 Rename on import Just a nicer way of changing package names within 'your domain'. Might help emulate ubiquitous language in DDD

https://stepik.org/lesson/283540/step/5?unit=264854 Extension functions

Wow! Just powerful. You can attach 'extra meaning' to a predefined class and anywhere you like in your code. 
For example if a class didn't have a getName() method, you can add in your client code.
I don't like this concept for DDD (better to write a new, specific class) but great for avoiding boilerplate in other scenarios.

Conventions

https://stepik.org/lesson/59493/step/1?unit=36978 Comparison
In Java you'd use compareTo in your client code
 in Kotlin you can just use classoftype > otherclassofsametype

https://stepik.org/lesson/59493/step/2?unit=36978 Ranges Same deal - we're writing them in a more idiomatic than imperative way

https://stepik.org/lesson/59493/step/3?unit=36978 For Loop
For loops can take the ranges we wrote in the imperative fashion
Also, loops work with any object that provides and iterator (java has to use length/size by comparison)

https://stepik.org/lesson/59493/step/4?unit=36978 Operator Overloading
A return type for a function that always throws an exception
 - I like this because I like writing private methods to handle exception behaviour in Java too.

https://stepik.org/lesson/59493/step/5?unit=36978 Invoke objects
If you add an invoke() function to a given class, then you can call it with just brackets() 
- since invoke returns the instance itself, maybe we could use as a 'DSL-style' builder pattern
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